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Abstract: Trees are marked by foresters for retention or harvest to satisfy landowner objectives for timber sale revenues, stand improvement, wildlife habitat, water quality, and aesthetics. Another consideration when marking trees is the safety of the chainsaw feller. Can the tree that has been marked for harvest be felled safely? Will the feller be able to select and control a direction of fall such that the felled tree does not produce a hazardous reaction?

When marking timber, the following will have a positive effect on chainsaw feller safety: 1. mark trees to be cut on two sides (for example, uphill-downhill), so the feller can easily see the trees to be cut and can make a safe selection of the felling order. 2. when selecting one cut tree from a pair of trees — mark the tree that can be felled safely, 3. assume a heavily leaning tree will fall in the direction of lean and assess for hazards, and 4. learn the three factors that affect the likelihood of a hangup, viz., lateral offset, impact height (HI), and felled tree to hit tree dbh ratio. The lateral offset is the perpendicular distance from the direction of fall plane to the centerline of the hit tree. The impact height (HI) is the vertical distance from the base of the hit tree to the top of the falling tree as the falling tree intersects the lateral plane containing the hit tree (see figure). Felled tree height (HF) and hit tree height (HH) are defined in the figure also.

*A tree with a hangup index of 0.4 is four times as likely to hang up as one with a hangup index of 0.1.
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